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          Product: Android PdfTron

Product Version: com.pdftron:pdftron:9.1.0

If I open a file for the first time, it will show up in NOT reflow mode.

If I set it to reflow mode, and then close the tab, and then open the same file, it will come up already in reflow mode because the tab setting gets saved.

How can I force it to start in NOT reflow mode?

Alternatively, how can I clear the saved tab setting?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	APIs for Android PDF Viewer
	Add license keys - Manually initialize by adding a license key directly in your code
	How do I use the standard version of PDFTron Android? - Integrating standard version of PDFTron using Gradle
	How do I use the snapshot version of PDFTron Android?

APIs:	Reflow - notify
	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.tabswitcher.model
	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.reflow

Forums:	Moving the Custom View on PDFViewCtrl
	Status bar of my app being overridden by PDFTron
	Getting Error while debugging the react-native app on an Android device/emulator
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          Hi @martin1

Reflow mode is saved in a SharedPreferences, so it will persist even when you close and re-open the tab. We will need to add an option for you to disable saving this between sessions.  Could you let us know if this item is blocking you, or any timelines you may have?

Thanks,

Andrew.
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          This is not immediately blocking a release. I have a workaround, which is to force it back into non-reflow mode after the document is loaded. Not efficient but seems to work.

But adding this feature within the next couple of releases would be nice.
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          Thanks for confirming that it is not a blocking issue. We will look to include this in our future releases.

Thanks,

Andrew.
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